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A
AAC, see Advanced audio coding (AAC)
Acid software, for music looping, 325
Active adapters
balance, 160
build-it-yourself, 160
mixers and preamps, 159-160
Actors
lav coverage, 144
mumbling, 400
narrator interview, 203-204
voice-over sessions, 202-203
Adapters
active, 159-160
transformer, 158-159
ADR, see Automatic dialog replacement (ADR)
Advanced audio coding (AAC)
characteristics, 39
compression effects, 368
AES/EBU, see Audio Engineering Society/European Broadcast Union (AES/EBU) standard
AFTRA, see American Federation of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA)
Air-conditioning systems, as location noise problem, 97-98
Airplane noise
as location noise problem, 96
and mic techniques, 147
AKG, wireless mics, 112, 149
ALC, see Automatic level control (ALC)
Alesis ADAT, 250
Algorithms
AAC, 39
MP3, 39
MPEG4, 39
Aliasing
and Nyquist limit, 33
and sample rate, 32-33
Aliasing filter, definition, 33
AlphaTrack, hardware controller, 248
Ambiences
in audio postproduction, 230
definition, 81
recording, 210-211
Ambient TinyMike, 158
American Experience, 203
American Federation of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA), and voice-over narration, 196
Amplifiers
digital amplifiers, 241
and impedance matching, 260
room equalization, 241
selection, 240-241
Analog audio, dynamic range, 29
Analog audio wiring
balanced-unbalanced connections, 50
balanced wiring, 47-49
basic considerations, 41-42
Category-5 wiring, 52-53
connectors, 49-50
cross-connecting, 46
level and dynamic range, 45-46
line noise, 46-47
nominal levels, 44-45
Ohm's law, 42-43
standards, 43-44
star-quad, 51-52
Analog signal digitization
basic concept, 271-272
gain-staging, 272-273
input quality, 273-274
level problem diagnosis, 277-278
NLE meter calibration accessory attenuator, 276-277
linear and boosted, 276
steps, 274-276
Analog-to-digital audio
analog myths, 27-29
basic consideration, 23-24
bits as dynamic range, 26-27
bits overview, 25-26
16-bit standard, 26
decibels and digital, 27
dithering, 29-31
sample depth, 23-24
Analog voltmeter, and VU meters, 279
Announcer
equalizer adjustments, 362
preparation for narration, 200-201
Antenna, wireless mics, 153-154
Apple
FireWire specs, 265-267
GarageBand, 325
iTunes, 325, 358
APT, audio encoding standards, 39
ASCAP, and music tracks, 323
Attack, in time compression, 366
Attenuators
camcorder audio, 168-169
and microphone settings, 125
recorder connections, 179-181
Attitude, in voice demos, 197
Audacity software, for digital metering, 281
Audio data reduction
basic considerations, 36
delta encoding, 36-37
lossless encoding, 37
Audio Engineering Society/European Broadcast Union (AES/EBU) standard
in basic editing suite, 254
characteristics, 54
cross-connections, 57-58
Audio-level meters, VU meters, 278-279
Audio Ltd TXU series, wireless mics, 149
Audio mixer
postproduction time, 95
sound budgeting, 84-85
in sound preproduction, 91
Audio Postproduction, 379, 390
Audio processing
as packets, 56
postproduction organization, 227-228
priorities, 229-230
scratch tracks, 228-229
temporary music, 229
### Audio quality
- camcorders, 164–166
- postproduction issues, 403–405

### Audio studio, as postproduction cost
- 89–90

### Audio-Technica
- booming gear, 132
- head-worn mics, 145
- wireless mics, 149

### Automated mixing
- basic concepts, 393
- modes, 393–394

### Automatic dialog replacement (ADR)
- and automatic equalizers, 361
- film vs. video workflows, 227
- predubs, 382
- reverb, 371, 372, 373
- sound checks, 187
- sound matching, 193
- techniques, 194–195
- time requirements, 91–92

### Automatic equalizers, function
- 360–361

### Automatic level control (ALC)
- camcorder audio, 169–170

### Automation, mixing
- 383

### Avid, OMF design
- 224–225

### Azden, wireless mics
- 149

### B

#### Background noise
- issues, 401–402
- from shoot, 405
- variations, 403

#### Background sound
- in audio postproduction, 230
- definition, 81
- finding locations, 210
- recording, 211
- sound effects fullness, 348–349
- sound effects looping, 347–348

#### Bad filmmaking, sound problems
- 17

#### Balanced wiring
- advantages, 47–49
- and line noise, 46
- unbalanced connections, 50

#### Balun transformers, in Cat-5
- wiring, 53

#### Bandwidth (Q)
- and equalizer tuning, 358
- filters, 360
- peaking equalizers, 357
- shelving equalizers, 359

#### Bar, in music editing
- 331

#### Barometric pressure, definition
- 19

#### BBC, camcorder audio contributions
- 171–172

#### BeachTek
- active adapters, 159
- camcorder audio, 171
- DX6A, 158

#### Behringer BCF-2000
- 247–248

#### Betacam tapes, digitization
- 271–272

#### Beyerdynamic, booming gear
- 132

#### Bias, SoundSoap software
- 376

#### Bi-directional microphones
- real-world patterns, 116

#### Birth of a Nation
- 314

#### Bit depth
- camcorder audio, 168
- in digital audio transfers, 270

#### Bits
- and dithering, 29–30
- as dynamic range, 26–27
- in sample depth, 25–26
- standards, 26

#### Blanc, Mel
- 61

#### BMI, and music tracks
- 323

#### Boom microphones
- characteristics, 130–131
- choice, 129
- locations, 134–135
- operation, 132
- stereo, 117

#### Boom operation
- accessories, 133–134
- basic concept, 134
- and boomer, 131
- boom handling, 138–139
- distance considerations, 136
- extension, 137–138
- multiple actor considerations, 135
- perspective control, 137
- pole and shockmount, 132–133

#### Boom operators
- accessories, 133–134
- skills, 131
- in sound budgeting, 85
- in sound preproduction, 91
- staying out of shot, 135–136

#### Boundary microphones
- characteristics, 109–110

#### Breath, voice editing tricks for
- 308

#### Broadcast sound
- boom vs. lavaliere, 129
- problems, 409
- quality, 71
- room tone, 156

#### Broadcast wave file (.bwf)
- in ingesting, 264

#### B-roll, double system recorder
- 173

#### Budgeting
- audio mixer, 84–85

#### Buyout libraries
- for music, 322–323
- music offerings, 327

#### Bypass control, compressors
- 364

#### Cabbage, for Foley
- 209

#### Cable, for digital audio transfer
- 268

#### Calibration
- in analog signal digitization, 274–277
- VU meters, 283

#### Camcorder audio
- automatic level control, 169–170
- basic rules, 171
- BBC contributions, 171–172
- distortion, 168
- historical perspective, 171
- manufacturer specifics, 170–171
- mic noise reduction, 170
- noise, 168
- performance examples, 167
- quality, 164–166
- sample rate and bit depth, 166, 168
- volume controls, 168

#### Camera microphones
- characteristics, 118

#### Capture
- and digital audio transfers, 264–265
- in sound postproduction, 93

#### Cardioid microphones
- characteristics, 110–111
- and dialog replacement, 193
- direction, 116–117
- sound checks, 187

#### Carabiner clip, for booming
- 134

#### Casting
- voice demos, 197–198
- for voice-over narration, basic considerations, 195
- voice type, 196–197
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Category-5 wiring, basic principles, 52-53
Cat food, for Foley, 209
CD-ROMs, sound effects libraries, 343
CDs, see Compact discs (CDs)
Cell phones, and mixing, 253-254
Center channel, dialog, 76-77
Ceramic microphones, characteristics, 122
Character identification, via music, 78
Children, voice-over work, 205-206
Chorus effect, function, 374
Cinescore, 320
Clarinet, envelopes, 10
Clips, definition, 222
C-loop, 348
Clothing
and lav attachment, 143
and lav noise, 145
Colorations, and pressure, 15-16
Comb filtering, function, 374-375
Compact discs (CDs)
and audio capture, 93
background locations, 210
buyout music libraries, 322
dialog center channel, 76
error-concealment, 22-23
modern music libraries, 318-319
music library sources, 329
needle-drop music libraries, 321-322
players, 249-250
players in basic editing suite, 254
players and unbalanced equipment, 259
professional sound effects libraries, 342
retail sound effects sources, 342
and sample rate, 32, 269
source music sources, 327
and speaker setup, 240
speaker testing, 239
and track importing, 223
vocal sound effects libraries, 211
in voice-over session, 87-88, 204
for voice recording, 188
voice talent example, 196
Compa...
and impedance matching, 260
Layer 3, 38–39
lossless encoding, 37
masking, 37–38
MP3, 38–39
MP3 reputation, 39
Nyquist limit, 32–33
oversampling, 33–34
perceptual encoding, 37–38
robustness, 21
sample rate considerations, 31–32
sample rates, 34–36
from sound pressure, 20–21
Digital audio cable, and amplifiers, 241
Digital audio processors, in digital audio transfers, 271
Digital audio tapes (DAT) and audio capture, 93
in audio postproduction, 230
in basic editing suite, 254
for capture, 264–265
confidence heads, 190
double system recording, 175
error-concealment, 22–23
and nonaudio wiring, 261
in sound budgeting, 86, 87
in voice-over recording, 87–88
voice-over session, 204
for voice recording, 188
Digital audio transfers
bit depth, 270
cable for, 268
capture, 264–265
data compression step, 271
digital audio processors, 271
FireWire, 265–267
FireWire issues, 267–268
ingesting, 264
normalizing, 270–271
sample-rate conversions, 269
sync source choice, 269
via USB, 268
Digital audio wiring
AES/EBU standard, 54
audio as packets, 56
cross-connection, 56–57
data errors, 57–58
Dolby E standard, 56
FireWire, 55
impedances, 53–54
multi-track, 56
SDI, 56
s/pdif standard, 54
Toslink, 55–56
USB, 55
Digital audio workstations (DAWs)
for editing/mixing, 222
hardware controllers, 247
ingesting, 264
mixing in the box, 383
NLE project sharing
edit decision lists, 225
interchange formats, 224–225
track importing, 223
and nonaudio wiring, 261
process automation, 395
reverbs, 371
simultaneous mixing and editing, 230–231
voice editing exercise, 299
Digital cable TV, wiring, 258
Digital Foley, definition, 206
Digital hybrid wireless microphones, characteristics, 153
Digital intermediates, film vs. video workflows, 226
Digital metering
Audacity software, 281
Inspector software, 280
log vs. linear, 282–283
multi-display programs, 281–282
Digital rights management (DRM), as copy protection, 40
Digital signal processing (DSP), for sound effects, 379
Digital tuning fork, example, 21
Digital video cameras, oversampling, 34
Digital video disks (DVD) and audio capture, 93
audio encoding standards, 39
and monitor controller, 242
and sample rates, 35
in sound budgeting, 87
and track importing, 223
in video editing, 220
Digital wireless microphones, characteristics, 152–153
Digitization
analog signals, see Analog signal digitization as sound postproduction cost, 88–89
Diphthongs, in voice editing, 304
Directional microphones
basic operation, 106
hole design, 111
problems, 115
Distortion
camcorder audio, 165–166, 168
equalizer adjustments, 363
in mixing, 391–392
Dithering, in analog-to-digital audio, 29–31
Diversity receivers, and wireless mics, 150–151
Dolby
audio encoding standards, 39
digital wiring standard, 56
noise reducers, 376
postproduction costs, 90
Double-balanced wiring, definition, 51
Double system recorders
characteristics, 158
computer, 177
DATs, 175
definition, 85
flash RAM, 176–177
hard drives, 176–177
lip-sync, 174
MiniDisc, 175–176
non-timecode speed stability, 173–174
overview, 172–173
timecode, 173
Downward expander, for noise reduction, 376
DRM, see Digital rights management (DRM)
Dropframe, in timecodes, 285–286
DSP, see Digital signal processing (DSP)
Dubbing, after mixing, 398
Dub stage
in audio postproduction, 230
definition, 21
DVD, see Digital video disks (DVD)
Dynamic microphones
characteristics, 118–119
condenser comparison, 121
and impedance, 162
Dynamic range
in analog audio, 29
in analog wiring, 45–46
bits as, 26–27
camcorder audio quality, 165
Dynamic scrubbing, definition, 295
E
Echoes
and pressure, 15–16
vs. reverb, 373
room and random, 400–401
small room considerations, 15–17
small room soundproofing, 18–19
Edit decision list (EDL)
in NLE–DAW project sharing, 225
in nonlinear editing, 219
Editing
edit/mix within NLE, 221
linear editing considerations, 220-221
music, see Music editing
with NLE software, 221-222
in nonlinear editor, 291-292
on-camera dialog, 73
in postproduction workflow, 218-219
problems, 407-408
simultaneous mixing, 230-231
traditional film sound, 291-292
voice, see Voice editing
Editing room acoustics
basic concepts, 233
homemade sound absorber, 234-235
soft and hard, 233-234
Editing suites
basic set-up, 254-255
patchbay, 255-256
switchers and routers, 256
Editorial, in sound
postproduction, 93-95
EDL, see Edit decision list (EDL)
Effective sounds, see Sound effects
Effects processors
combining effects, 378-379
compressors, 363-368
destructiveness, 355
effects definition, 352
enhancements, 379
equalizers, 356-363
monitor quality, 353-354
multiband noise reducers, 376-377
for noise reduction, 375-378
noise-reduction strategies, 377-378
order of effects, 356
overloads, 353
presets, 354
reverberators, 369-374
soft sounds, 353
time requirements, 355
vocal elimination, 375
Electret condenser, 120
Electronic interference, location
checks, 98-99
Electro-Voice RE-27, 119
Emesser, stereo mics, 117
Emotion, via music, 78
Encoding standards
Layer 3, 38-39
miscellaneous standards, 39-40
MP3, 38-39
perceptual encoding, 37-38

Envelopes
frequency overlap, 11
and pressure changes, 9-11
and time compression, 366
Equalizers
automatic equalizers, 360-361
filters, 359-360
function, 356-357
graphic equalizers, 358-359
and time compression, 366
learning bands, 361-362
in mixing, 389
with other effects, 378
overequalization, 375-378
peaking equalizers, 357-358
shelving equalizers, 359
tuning, 358
usage tips, 362-363
Equipment
budgeting, 85-86
as location noise problem, 96-98
non-electronic voice recording, 190-191
sound vs. video rentals, 86
unbalanced, in postproduction suite, 259-260
for voice recording, 188-190
Error-concealment, in digital audio, 22-23
Ethernet
ground-loop elimination, 257
and hardware controllers, 248
Extensions, voice editing tricks
for, 309
Exterior noise, as location problem, 96
External polarization, condenser mics, 120
F
Feature films
boom mic preference, 129
room tone, 156
Field mixer, for production recording, 179
Film-audio synchronization
editing on computer, 291-292
editing in NLE, 290-291
overview, 288-289
pilot tones, 289
self-clocking, 290
Filters, equalizers, 359-360
FireWire
in basic editing suite, 254
as computer input device, 243-244
in digital audio transfers, 265-267
as digital wiring standard, 55
and nonaudio wiring, 262
switchers, 256
Flange effect, function, 374
Flashlight, for booming, 134
Flash RAM
double system recorders, 176-177
in ingesting, 264
in video editing, 220
Flip loop, 348
Foldback, definition, 101
Foley effect
clean recording, 207
definition, 206
footsteps, 208-209
noisemakers, 207-208
reverbs, 371, 372
selections, 207
useful grocery store items, 209
Foley pits, definition, 208
Footsteps
as Foley effect, 208-209
as noise problem, 401
Foreign language
phonetic representation, 294
sound effects, 345
Frank Film, 81
Frequency
direction mic problem, 115
envelope overlap, 11
Frequency response
- camcorder audio quality, 166
- myths about, 8-9
Frontier Design, AlphaTrack, 248
Frozen music, 3
Fuji, digital intermediates, 226
Full-scale bits, definition, 27
Fundamental, definition, 6
G
Gain reduction meter, compressors, 365
Gain-staging, in analog signal digitization, 272-273
GarageBand, for music looping, 325
Glottals, in voice editing, 304, 308-309
Godfrey, Arthur, 75
Graphic equalizers, function, 355-359
Griffith, D. W., 314
Ground loop, in postproduction suite, 257-258

H
Hair microphones, attachment, 143
Hard drives
double system recorders, 176-177
in video editing, 220

Hard sound effects
addition, 349-351
definition, 80
extamples, 344-345
with other effects, 378

Hard sounds, in voice editing, 297-298

Harmonic enhancers, definition, 35-36

Harmonics
definition, 6
and pressure change, 5-7

HD Radio, see High-definition (HD) radio

Headphone amplifiers,
production recording, 183

Headphones, as monitoring systems, 239

High-definition (HD) radio, error-concealment, 22

High-pass filters, function, 359-360

Historic audio, sound planning, 74

The Hollywood Edge, as sound effects source, 341-342

House sync, double system recorder, 173

Hum
equalizer adjustments, 363
in postproduction audio, 405
during recording, 402

Human speech
envelopes, 9
harmonic patterns, 8

Human voice, envelope, 10

Hypercardioid microphones
booming gear, 132
characteristics, 111-112
as mic choice, 129
sound checks, 187

I
IEC, see International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
IEEE 1394, as Sony FireWire, 266
IFB, definition, 101

Impedance
in analog audio wiring, 42
in digital wiring, 53-54
during recording, 162-163
Impedance matching, in postproduction suite, 260

Industrial locations, noise considerations, 100

Ingesting, digital audio transfers, 264

Input level, compressors, 364

Inspector software, for digital metering, 280

Instruments, basic vibrations, 5-6

Interior noise, as location problem, 96-98

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), audio wiring standards, 44

Internet
as sound effects source, 343
sound problems, 409

Interviews, in voice editing, 304

Intonation, in voice editing, 304-305

Inverse-square law, definition, 17-18

ISDN, in voice-over recording, 88

iTunes
for music tracks, 325

equalizers, 358

J
Jaws, 70
The Jazz Singer, 314

Jogging, in voice editing, 295

Jolson, Al, 314

K
Knee control, compressors, 364

Knufinke, Christian, 371

L
Latching mode, automated mixing, 394

Lavaliere

clips, 141-142
coverage, 144
hiding, 142-143
and impedance, 163
invisible lavis, 143
and mic choice, 129
noise avoidance, 144-145
Pin-Mic, 143-144
sound checks, 187
types, 140-141
wind noise control, 146-147

Lectrosonics, digital hybrid wireless mics, 153

Levels
in analog signal digitization, 277-278
and lineup tones, 278

LFE, see Low frequency effects (LFE)

Libraries, for sound effects, 342, 343

Library music
buyout, 322-323, 327
loop-based, 324-325
mixing with original, 328
modern, 318-319
needle-drop, 321-322, 327
selection, 328-330
self-editing, 319-321

Light, for voice recording, 190

Linear editing
vs. nonlinear editing, 219-220
in postproduction workflow, 218

Linear prediction, process, 37

Line noise, in analog audio wiring, 46-47

Lineup tones, and level varification, 278

Lip-sync
doile system recorder, 174
problems, 403-405

Location sound checks
acoustic problems, 98
exterior noise interference, 98-99
industrial locations, 97
interior noise problems, 96-98
on-set playback, 100-101
potential problems, 95-96
production noise, 99
very long shots, 100
voice-overs, 99-100

Logarithm, and threshold of hearing, 12-13

Logs, budgeting for, 87

Longitudinal timecode (LTC)
definition, 287
shuttling, 288

Long shots, as location consideration, 100

Looping
definition, 193
sound effects backgrounds, 347-348

Lossless encoding, in audio data reduction, 37

Lossy compression, definition, 36

Loudness
decibel, 13-14
as slow pressure change, 11-12

Low frequency effects (LFE), and subwoofers, 238

Low-pass filters, function, 359-360

LTC, see Longitudinal timecode (LTC)
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M
Makeup gain control, compressors, 364
Markers, for music editing, 334–335
Masking, basic consideration, 37–38
Mason jars, for Foley, 209
Masterpiece Theater, 203
MDMs, see Modular digital multi-tracks (MDMs)
Measure, in music editing, 331
Memory cards, in sound budgeting, 87
Metering, with software, 280–283
Meters in mixing, 251–252
NLE, calibration accessory attenuator, 276–277
linear and boosted, 276 steps, 274–276
Microphones in analog audio wiring, 42
analog signal digitization, 271–272
basic operation, 106–107
boundary mic, 109–110
cardioid mic, 110–111
ceramic mics, 122
condenser mics, 119–121
crystal mics, 122
direction mic problems, 115
dynamic vs. condenser, 121
dynamic mics, 118–119
hypercardioid mic, 111–112
and location noise, 98
noise, 401–402
omnidirectional mics, 108–109
phantom power, 122–124
polar patterns, 108
real-world patterns, 114–115
ribbon, 121–122
settings, 124–125
shotgun mic, 112–113
and sound pressure, 6
stereo mics, 116–118
T power supplies, 124
types, 107–108
USB mics, 124
voice editing synchronization, 311–312
zoom mic, 113–114
Microphone techniques airplane noise, 147
boom and boomer, 131
boom extension, 137–138
boom handling, 138–139
booming gear, 132–134
boom mic characteristics, 130–131
boom mic locations, 134–135
distance considerations, 136
future wireless devices, 148–149
head-worn mics, 145
lavaliere mounting, 141–143
lavaliere types, 140–141
mic choice, 129–130
multiple actor considerations, 135
noise avoidance, 144–145
noise reduction, 170
perspective control, 137
Pin-Mic, 143–144
planted mics, 145–146
room tone, 156
wind noise control, 146–147
wireless alternatives, 155–156
wireless options, 147–148, 149–153
wireless problems, 155
wireless usage, 153–155
Microsoft, audio encoding standards, 39
MIDI definition, 323–324
ground-loop elimination, 257
and hardware controllers, 247
loop-based libraries, 324–325
original music, 317
Mid-side techniques, stereo mics, 117–118
MiniDisc recorders and audio capture, 93
double systems, 175–176
sound budgeting, 86
in sound budgeting, 87
for voice, 188
voice-over session, 204
and wireless mics, 156
MiniDV for capture, 264–265
FireWire issues, 267
and impedance matching, 260
modern music libraries, 318
Mini-Jacks, for recording, 161
Mirror tracks film vs. video workflow, 227
theatrical film dialog, 308
Mixers active adapters, 159–160
alternatives, 245
analog audio media, 251
basic concepts, 244–245
camcorder audio, 168
CD players, 249–250
computerized mixing, 245
DAT, MiniDisc, and MDM, 250
hardware controllers, 247–249
and impedance matching, 260
meter alignment, 182
meters, 251–252
on-screen mixers, 246–247
phone patch, 253
for production recording, 178–179
in sound preproduction, 91
synthesizers and samplers, 251
tone oscillators, 252
Mixing audio in DAWs, 222
audio options, 221–222
in audio postproduction, 230
automation, 393
automation concepts, 393
automation modes, 393–394
basic rules, 392–393
in chunks, 384
consoles, 381–382
distortion, 391–392
equalization, 389
expert advice, 395–396
mouse mixing, 394–395
multiple sound streams, 391
panning, 389–390
post-mix tasks, 397–398
pre-dubs, 382
preparations, 396–397
problems, 408–410
reverberation, 389
scheduling, 386
simultaneous editing, 230–231
via software, 384
techniques, 387–388
time dimension, 392–396
tone oscillators, 384–385
volume, 388–389
workflow, 396
Mixing in the box basic concept, 383–384
definition, 246
Modular digital multi-tracks (MDMs), in mixing, 250
Molecule compression and pressure, 3
tuning fork, 4
Monitoring systems amplifier choice, 240–241
basic concepts, 232–233
tuner, 4
controller, 242
designing room acoustics, 233–235
full-size speakers, 239–240
nearfield monitors, 235
small speaker problems, 236–238
speaker setup, 240
speaker wiring, 258–259
subwoofers, 238
Mono sounds problems, 409-410
vs. stereo, 387-388
Mott, Robert, 209
Moulton, David, 379
Mouse mixing, definition, 394-395
Mouth-sound processing, recording, 212-213
MP3 algorithm, 39
compression effects, 368
voice-over preparation, 201
voice talent examples, 196
MPEG4, characteristics, 39
Multiband compression, function, 368
Multiband noise reducers, function, 376-377
Multi-Track, as digital wiring standard, 56
Muppet characters, 74
Music in audio postproduction, 229
for character identification, 78-79
cheap sources, 410
as emotional statement, 78
equalizer adjustments, 363
with other effects, 378
for plot development, 78-79
popular music pitfalls, 79-80
scene setting, 79
scoring considerations, 77-78
sound budgeting, 89
in sound planning, 70, 77
Music editing adapting to systems, 336
adjusting bad sound, 335-336
counting, 331-333
counting example, 333-334
listening, 330-331
matching picture, 337-338
off markers, 334-335
practice, 336-337
reverberation problems, 338
smoothness problems, 408
Music tracks from buyout libraries, 322-323
library music selection, 328-330
looping programs, 323-324
MIDI music, 323-324
from modern music libraries, 318-319
music choices, 315-316
from needle-drop libraries, 321-322
non-library recordings, 325-327
original-library mixing, 328
from original music, 317-318
and performing rights societies, 323
pop music, 326-327
from self-editing libraries, 319-321
source music sources, 327
Mute controllers, mixers, 388
Mystery, 203
N Nady, wireless mics, 149
Nagra tape, definition, 289
Nasals, in voice editing, 304
National Geographic, 203
Naturalness, in voice demos, 197
Natural sounds, definition, 80-81
Nearfield monitors, characteristics, 235
Needle-drop libraries music offerings, 327
for music tracks, 321-322
Neopilot system, pilot tones, 289
NLE, see Nonlinear editors (NLE)
Noise in analog audio wiring, 46-47
in analog signal, 29
in background, 401-402
camcorder audio, 168
camcorder audio quality, 165
echo and random, 400
as location problem, 96-98
and mic techniques, 146-147
in postproduction audio, 405
production, 99
radio mic, 401-402
during recording, 162
Noise gates, for noise reduction, 375-376
Noise reduction from mic, 170
with noise gates and expanders, 375-376
in shoot time requirements, 91-92
strategies, 377-378
Non-directional microphones, characteristics, 108-109
Nonlinear editors (NLE) analog signal digitization, basic concepts, 271-272
audio, 221
audio sources and recorders, 249
automated mixing concepts, 393
basic setup, 254
bit depth, 270
and capture, 265
and data transfers, 267
DAT and MiniDisc connections, 250
DAW project sharing definitions, 222-223
edit decision lists, 225
interchange formats, 224-225
track importing, 223
and digital amplifiers, 241
effects presets, 354
equalizers, 356, 358
film editing, 290-291
film vs. video workflow, 227
filters, 360
and impedance matching, 260
input device quality, 273-274
vs. linear editing, 219-220
lip-sync drift, 404
meter calibration accessory attenuator, 276-277
steps, 274-276
mixer concepts, 244
mixing in the box, 383
mixing workflow, 396
monitor quality, 333
mouth-sound processing, 212
music library sources, 329
don-destructiveness, 355
on-screen meters, 251-252
and on-screen mixers, 246-247
overloads, 353
in postproduction workflow, 218-219
recording narration to picture, 192
self-editing music libraries, 330-331
soft sounds, 353
sound editing, 94-95
synchronization, 309
synchronization fixes, 313
synchronization problems, 312
time requirements, 355
tone issues, 253
track splitting, 306-307
for voice editing cutting in silences, 296-297
hard sounds, 297-298
sample exercise, 298-300
scrubbing, jogging, and shuttling, 295
scrubbing in non-scrubbing programs, 295-296
as tool, 294-295
in voice-over recording, 88
and wireless mics, 156
Normalizing, in digital audio transfers, 270-271
Nova, 203
Nyquist limit and oversampling, 33
and sample rate, 32-33, 35
Oboe reed and harmonics, 7 and vibration, 5
O’Donnell, Christopher, 138-139
Off-axis response, as direction problem, 115
Ohm’s law in analog audio wiring, 42-43 and impedance, 162-163 standards, 44
OMF, see Open media framework (OMF)
Omnidirectional microphones, characteristics, 108-109
Omnimusic Library counting example, 333-334 music selection, 328-329
On-camera dialog editing, 73 narration comparison, 73-74 problems, 399-401 usage, 72-73
On-camera narration, dialog comparison, 73-74
On-screen mixers advantages and disadvantages, 384-385 operation, 246-247
On-set playback, as location considerations, 100-101
Open media framework (OMF), in NLE-DAW project sharing, 224
Original music mixing with library, 328 modern music libraries, 318-319
for music tracks, 317-318
Oscilloscope analog-to-digital audio examples, 28 for sample depth, 24 Output control, compressors, 364 Oversampling, in digital audio, 33-34 Overwrite mode, automated mixing, 394

Pads, recorder connections, 179-181 Panasonic, camcorder audio, 171 Panning, in mixing, 389-390 Parametric equalizers, function, 360 Patchbay, in editing suite, 255-256 Peaking equalizers, function, 357-358 Peak reading meters, function, 279 Pen, for voice recording, 191 Perceptual encoding, basic consideration, 37-38 Performing rights societies, and music track sources, 323 Perils for Pauline, 314 Phantom power for microphones, 122-124 in sound budgeting, 87 Phase, definition, 15 Phonemes categories, 301-302 diphthongs, 304 double phonemes, 304 editing exercise, 300-301 fricatives and friction consonants, 303 glottal and nasals, 304 intonation, 304-305 plosives and stop consonants, 303 voice and unvoiced consonants, 302-303 vowels and intervowels, 304 Phone patch, function, 253 Phonetic alphabet for foreign languages, 294 hard sounds, 298 importance, 302 Pickup element condenser mics, 119-121 dynamic mics, 118-119 Picture editing, and ADR, 194 Pilot tones, in film-audio synchronization, 289 Pin-Mic, characteristics, 143-144 PKZIP, audio compression, 36 Planning budgets, 64-65 considerations of medium, 70-71 cost savings, 63-64 crowd voices, 74-75 dialog center channel, 76-77 good sound advantages, 64 good sound expectations, 62 money and time, 72 music, 77 music for character identification, 78 music as emotion, 78 music for plot development, 78 on-camera dialog, 72-73 on-camera dialog vs. narration, 73-74 popular music pitfalls, 79-80 room considerations, 74 rules, 63 scoring considerations, 77-78 script notes, 67-69 script sound references, 66-67 script words, 65-66 sound effect categories, 80-81 sound effects, 346 sound importance, 61-62 source music, 77 special effects and processing, 81 technology effects, 64 texture changes, 70 track layers, 82 vérité audio, 74 voice-over narration, 75 voice recording, 185-186 voices as mono, 76 Playback, recording discrepancies, 402-403 Plosives, in voice editing, 303 Plot development in audio postproduction, 230 via music, 78 Plug-in-power condenser mics, 121 in sound budgeting, 87 Plug-on transmitters, wireless mics, 152 Polar patterns boundary mic, 109-110 cardioid mic, 110-111 hypercardioid mic, 111-112 microphones, 108 omnidirectional mic, 108-112 shotgun mic, 112-113 zoom mic, 113-114 Pole, in booming, 132-133 Ponytail holders, for booming, 133-134 Popular music copyright issues, 410 for music tracks, 326-327 pitfalls, 79-80 Postproduction costs audio studio, 89-90 digitization, 88-89 music, 89 sound effects, 89 Postproduction hardware amplifier selection, 240-241 audio sources and recorders, 249-251 computer input and output, 243-244 computerized mixing, 245-249 editing room acoustics, 233-235 editing suite basics, 254-255 ground-loop elimination, 257-258 impedance matching, 260 meters, 251-252 mixer alternative, 245 mixer concepts, 244-245 monitor controller, 242
monitoring concepts, 232-233
monitor speaker choices, 236-240
monitor speaker wiring, 258-259
nonaudio wiring, 260-262
patchbay, 255-256
phone patch, 253
switchers and routers, 256
tone oscillators, 252
unbalanced equipment, 259-260
wiring concepts, 256-257
Postproduction time
audio mixing, 95
basic considerations, 92-93
capture, 93
editorial, 93-95
Postproduction workflow
audio beyond NLE, 221-222
audio issues, 403-405
audio and NLE, 220-221
audio organization, 227-228
audio priorities, 229-230
edit decision lists, 225
film vs. video, 226-227
hum and noise issues, 405
interchange formats, 224-225
linear editing, 218
NLE to DAW project sharing, 222-223
nonlinear editing, 218-219
non-sync audio, 228-229
simultaneous mixing and editing, 230-231
track importing, 223
Preamps
active adapters, 159-160
definition, 120
for production recording, 177-178
Prewubs, definition, 382
Pre-emphasis, wireless mics, 152
Preproduction, time
requirements, 90-91
Presence emphasis, as
microphone setting, 125
Pressure
changes, 5
into digital audio, 20-21
and dynamic mics, 118-119
echoes and coloration, 15-16
as envelopes, 9-11
and frequency response, 8-9
harmonics, 5-7
inverse-square law, 17-18
loudness decibel, 13-14
loudness definition, 11-12
loudness reference, 12
molecule compression, 3
small room echoes, 15-17
small room soundproofing, 18-19
sound spreading, 4
speed considerations, 14
threshold of hearing, 12-13
unpitched sounds, 8
and weather, 19
Pressure microphones,
characteristics, 108-109
Pressure-Zone Microphone
(PZM)
characteristics, 109-110
as mic choice, 129
Print mastering, after mixing, 398
Production costs
audio mixer, 84-85
boom operator, 85
equipment packages, 85-86
expendables, 87
recordist, 85
video vs. audio rentals, 86
Professional attitude, in voice
demos, 197
Projection levels, voice editing, 304-305
Pronunciation guide, for
voice-over narration, 200-201
Prosumer standard
audio wiring, 44
digital camera microphones, 50
timecode, 287-288
video camera bit modes, 27
Proximity effect, as direction mic
problem, 115
Psycho, 315
Psychoacoustic analysis plug-in,
and small speakers, 236
Pulldown, for film transfer, 290
PZM, see Pressure-Zone
Microphone (PZM)
Q
Q, see Bandwidth (Q)
Quad boxes, wireless mics, 148
Quantizing error, definition, 28
R
Radio Live! Television Live!: Those
Golden Days When Horses
Were Coconuts, 209
Radio Shack, attenuators, 180
Raiders of the Lost Ark, 70
RCA 77DX, 121
Real-world patterns
basic microphone
considerations, 114-115
camera mics, 118
directional mics, 115
dynamic mics, 118-119
stereo mics, 116-118
Receivers, wireless mics, 154-155
Recorders
active adapters, 159-160
attenuators, 179-181
audio quality, 164-166
automatic level control, 169-170
basic mixer, 178-179
BBC contributions, 171-172
camcorder rules, 171
dialog problems, 402-403
distortion, 168
field mixer, 179
headphone amplifiers, 183
historical perspective, 171
impedance, 162-163
manufacturer specifics, 170-171
mic noise reduction, 170
mini-jacks, 161
mixer meter alignment, 182
noise, 168
noise avoidance, 162
performance examples, 167
preamps, 177-178
sample rate and bit depth, 166, 168
single and double systems, 157-158
transformer adapters, 158
transformer characteristics, 158-159
for voice, 188
voices and tone, 182
volume adjustment, 181-182
volume controls, 168
Recording
cutting reflections, 126-127
electronic hum, 402
flexible solutions, 127
logs, importance, 174-175
space testing, 125-126
timecodes, 287-288
Recordist, sound budgeting, 84-85
Reflections
reverberators, 369-370
sound blanket solutions, 126-127
REN, see Ringer equivalent
number (REN)
Re-recording engineer,
definition, 21
The Responsive Chord, 74
Reverberation
additional applications, 373-374
application, 372-373
convolution reverbs, 371
vs. echo, 373
evaluation, 372
as location problem, 98
in mixing, 389
in music editing, 338
with other effects, 378-379
real reflections, 369-370
special effects based on, 374-375

Ribbon microphones
characteristics, 121-122
and impedance, 162
sound checks, 187

Ricsonix Pin-Mic, characteristics, 143-144

Ringer equivalent number (REN), definition, 253

Robin Hood, 96
Roddenberry, Gene, 339

Roll-off filter, and microphone settings, 124

Room acoustics
cutting reflections, 126-127
editing room acoustics, 233-235
flexible solutions, 127
and mic techniques, 156
space testing, 125-126
Room equalization, and amplifiers, 241

Routers, in editing suite, 256
RS-232, and hardware controllers, 248

S
SAG, see Screen Actors' Guild (SAG)

Sakakeeny, Wendie, 203-204
Sample, definition, 24

Sample depth
in analog-to-digital audio, 23-24
bits overview, 25-26
decibels and digital, 27
definition, 24

Sample frequency, definition, 24

Sample rate
and aliasing, 32-33
basic considerations, 31-32
camcorder audio, 168
and Nyquist limit, 32-33
working with, 34-36

Sample-rate conversions, digital audio transfers, 269

Samplers, in mixing, 251

Sampling reverberation, processing, 371
Samson, wireless mics, 149
Scene setting, with music, 79
Scheduling, mixing sessions, 386
Schoeps gear, 111, 125, 132
Schwartz, Tony, 74, 340

Scoring
basic considerations, 77-78
for character identification, 78-79
as emotional statement, 78
for plot development, 78-79
popular music pitfalls, 79-80
scene setting, 79

Scratch tracks, in audio postproduction, 228-229
Screen Actors' Guild (SAG), and voice-over narration, 196

Script
announcer preparation, 200
preparation for voice session, 201-202
sound effects, 69-70
sound notes, 67-69
sound references, 66-67
voice-over session notes, 204-205
words in sound planning, 66-67

Script stand, for voice recording, 190, 191

Scrubbing
in non-scrubbing programs, 295-296
in voice editing, 295
Self-clocking, in film-audio synchronization, 290

Sennheiser
booming gear, 132
wireless mics, 149
Serial Digital Interface (SDI), as digital wiring standard, 56

Sesame Street, 74

Shelving equalizers, function, 359

Shockmount, in booming, 132-133

Shoot
background noise, 405
time requirements, 91-92

Shotgun microphones
booming gear, 132
characteristics, 112-113
and dialog replacement, 193
as mic choice, 129
sound checks, 187
wind noise control, 146

Shure gear, 119, 133, 149
Shutter bar, definition, 290

Shutting
timecode, 288
in voice editing, 295

Sidechains, function in compressors, 367-368
Signal-to-noise ratio, camcorder audio quality, 165
Silence, in voice editing, 296-297
Simplex power, for microphones, 124
SimulDat, for dubbing, 291
Single-ended wiring, definition, 49
Single-system recorder, characteristics, 157-158
Single-system sound, definition, 85

Small rooms
echo considerations, 15-17
soundproofing, 18-19

SmartSound, Sonicfire Pro, 320
Snap, voice editing tricks for, 309
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE), timecode techniques, 284

Software
choices, 410-411
digital metering, 280-283
loop-based music libraries, 324-325
scrubbing in non-scrubbing programs, 295-296
Solo controls, mixers, 388
Sonicfire Pro, 320
Sonic Foundry, Acid software, 325

Sony gear
for booming, 132
camcorder audio, 171
Cinescore, 320
ECM-55, 143
FireWire specs, 265-267
wireless mics, 149

Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format (s/pdif) standard in basic editing suite, 254
characteristics, 54
cross-connections, 57-58
for digital audio transfer, 268

Sound blankets
for cutting reflections, 126-127
for location noise problems, 97

Sound cards
choices, 410-411
as computer input/output device, 243-244
and impedance matching, 260

Sound checks, in voice recording, 187-188
Sound Devices, timecode units, 176
Sound Dogs, for sound effects, 343
Sound eater, homemade version, 234-235
Sound effects
background fullness, 348-349
background looping, 347-348
budgeting, 89
categories, 80-81
CD-ROM libraries, 343
cheap sources, 410
do-it-yourself, 343
Foley, see Foley effect
hard effects additions, 349-351
history, 339
Internet sources, 343
locating backgrounds, 210
mouth-sound recording, 212-213
placement, 345-346
planning, 346
professional CD libraries, 342
project budget, 340
retail CD sources, 342
in scripts, 69-70
selection, 340-341, 344-345
talk, 342
vocal effects, 211-212
Sound matching, and dialog replacement, 193
Soundproofing, small rooms, 18-19
SoundSoap software, 376
Soundtrack elements, 72
layers, 82
Source music
with other effects, 378
in sound planning, 77
sources, 327
s/pdif, see Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format (s/pdif)
standard
Speakers
full-size choice, 239-240
and impedance matching, 260
real-world problems, 237-238
setup, 240
subwoofers, 238
theoretical problems, 236-237
Special effects
and processing, 81
reverb-based, 374-375
Speed of sound, and pressure, 14
Spoken words
crowd voices, 74-75
editing, 73
historic audio, 74
on-camera dialog, 72-73
on-camera dialog vs. narration, 73-74
room considerations, 74
vérité audio, 74
voice-over narration, 75
voices as mono, 76
Stalling, Carl, 62
Star-quad wiring
basic principles, 51-52
in booming, 136
Star Trek, 339
Stems
in mixing, 382
in soundtrack, 72
Stereo microphones
basic considerations, 116-118
on boom, 117
mid-side techniques, 117-118
Stereo sounds
vs. dual mono, 387-388
problems, 409-410
Stool, for voice recording, 190
Stop consonants, in voice editing, 303
Stuffit, audio compression, 36
Subwoofers, characteristics, 238
Switchers, in editing suite, 256
Synchronization
basic concept, 283-284
film with audio, see Film-audio synchronization
house sync, 173
lip-sync, 174, 403-405
and nonaudio wiring, 261
source in digital audio transfers, 269
timbre code
and dropframe, 285-286
history, 284-285
recording and transmission, 287-288
shuttling, 288
specifications, 286
use, 288
voice editing
fixes, 312-313
maintenance, 309-311
multiple mics, 311-312
problems, 312-313
Synthesizers, in mixing, 251

Technology effects, in sound planning, 64
Telephone company
analog wiring standards, 43
line noise, 46
Televisions, and monitor controller, 242
Temporary music
in audio postproduction, 229
copyright issues, 410
Threshold control, compressors, 364
Threshold of hearing
definition, 12
logarithm, 12-13
Through control, compressors, 364
Thumper, definition, 101
THX, postproduction costs, 90
Time, in mixing, 390-391
Timecode
in audio postproduction, 230
double system recorder, 173
dropframe, 285-286
history, 284-285
international specifications, 286
lip-sync without, 174
and nonaudio wiring, 261-262
recording and transmission, 287-288
recording narration to picture, 192
shuttling, 288
usage, 288
Time compression, and compressors, 366-367
Timeline, definition, 222
Time stamp, in timecodes, 287
Tip-ring-sleeve (TRS), in analog wiring, 49-50
Tom and Jerry, 213
Tone, and production recording, 182
Tone oscillators, in mixing, 252
T he Tonight Show, 74
Toslink
on CD players, 249
as digital wiring standard, 55-56
Touch mode, automated mixing, 394
T power supplies, for microphones, 124
Tracks
definition, 222
importing, 223
multiple mics, 311-312
splitting in film dialog, 306-308
Traffic, as noise problem, 96, 401
Training time, in sound preproduction, 90
Transformer adapters
characteristics, 158–159
for recorders, 158
Transmission, timecodes, 287–288
Transmitter, wireless mics, 158
Treble, as microphone setting, 125
Trim mode, automated mixing, 394
TRS, see Tip-ring-sleeve (TRS)
TrueVerb software, 370
Trumpet
envelope, 11
sound pattern, 7
Tuning fork, and molecule compression, 4
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, 213
U
Ultra-high frequency (UHF), wireless mics, 150, 154
Unbalanced wiring
balanced connections, 50
definition, 49
Unidirectional microphones, characteristics, 110–111
Unpitched sounds, definition, 8
Unvoiced consonants, editing, 302–303
Upsampling, definition, 35
USB
as computer input device, 243–244
and digital amplifiers, 241
for digital audio transfers, 268
as digital wiring standard, 55
and hardware controllers, 248
microphones, 124
and nonaudio wiring, 262
switchers, 256
V
Vérité audio, sound planning, 74
Vertical interval timecode (VITC)
definition, 287
shuttling, 288
Very high frequency (VHF), wireless mics, 150–151, 154
VHS
in basic editing suite, 254
and monitor controller, 242
sound problems, 409
Vibrations, instruments, 5–6
Video editing, linear vs. nonlinear, 219–220
Violin
and harmonics, 7
and vibration, 5
Virtual mixers, advantages and disadvantages, 384–385
VITC, see Vertical interval timecode (VITC)
Vocal elimination, technique, 375
Voiced consonants, editing, 302–303
Voice editing
basic rules, 293–294
cutting in silences, 296–297
diphthongs, 304
fricatives and friction consonants, 303
glottal and nasals, 304
hard sounds, 297–298
intonations, 304–305
parallel track operations, 311–312
phoneme categories, 301–302
phoneme exercise, 300–301
prosodies and stop consonants, 303
projection levels, 304–305
sample exercise, 298–300
scrubbing, jogging, and shuttling, 295
scrubbing in non-scrubbing programs, 295–296
sync fixes, 312–313
sync instructions, 309–311
sync problems, 312
theatrical film dialog, 305–308
tools, 294–295
tricks, 308–309
voiced and unvoiced consonants, 302–303
vowels and intervowels, 304
Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP), and mixing, 253–254
Voice-over narration
actor guidance, 202–203
AFTRA and SAG, 196
announcer preparation, 200–201
in audio postproduction, 229
basic considerations, 184–185
casting considerations, 195
demos, 197–198
directing children, 205–206
location considerations, 99–100
notes, 204–205
problems, 406
recording to picture, 192–193
script preparation, 201–202
sound planning, 75
union vs. non-union, 198
union rates, 198
voice type, 196–197
word emphasis, 199–200
word emphasis enhancement, 200
Voice-over recording
cupping hands, 189
miscellaneous equipment, 188–190
narration to picture, 192–193
non-electronic equipment, 190–191
recorders, 188
recording session, 191–192
session planning, 185–186
and sound budgeting, 87–88
sound checks, 187–188
Voice quality, for narration, 198
Voices
as mono, 76
with other effects, 378
and production recording, 182
VOIP, see Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP)
Voltage
in analog wiring, 44–45
definition, 43
and sample rate, 31
Volume
camcorder audio, 168
mixing, 388–389
in production recording, 181–182
wireless mics, 153
Volume unit, precision, 252
Vowels, in voice editing, 304
VOIs, see Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP)
W
Walla, definition, 75
Water, for voice recording, 191
Watermarking, as copyright protection, 40
Watts, definition, 43
Wave file (.wav), in ingesting, 264
Waves, TrueVerb, 370
Weather, and pressure, 19
Wescott, Don, 203–204
Whistles, equalizer adjustments, 363
Whoosh sound effect, on Star Trek, 339
Williams, John, 70
Wind noise, and mic techniques, 146–147
Wind pickup, as direction mic problem, 115
Winter, Greg, 171-172

Wireless microphones
  advantages, 147-148
  alternatives, 155-156
  digital hybrid systems, 153
  digital systems, 152-153
  diversity reception, 150-151
  frequency agility, 151
  future devices, 148-149
  limiting and companding, 151
  physical form, 151-152
  pre-emphasis, 152
  problems, 155
  purchasing, 149-150
  reach, 152
  receiver placement, 154-155
  transmitter and antenna, 153-154
  ultra-high frequency, 150
  volume adjustment, 153

Wiring
  digital sync, 261
  ground-loop elimination, 257-258
  monitor speakers, 258-259
  nonaudio, 260-262
  postproduction suite, basic setup, 256-257
  timecode, 261-262
  USB and FireWire, 262
  video sync, 261
  world clock, 261

Wood, Doug, 333

Word emphasis
  enhancement, 200
  in voice-over narration, 199-200

Words, envelopes, 10

Workflow
  film vs. video, 226-227
  mixing, 396

postproduction, see
  Postproduction workflow

World clock, and nonaudio
  wiring, 261

X

XLR connectors
  adapter balance, 160
  build-it-yourself adapters, 160
  and impedance, 163
  noise avoidance, 162
  for recording, 159
  small speakers, 237
  voice recording, 186

Z

Zaxcom, timecode units, 176
  TRX900 series, wireless mics, 152

Zoom microphones,
  characteristics, 113-114